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注意：
1. 本試題共四頁，計 49 題，共 100 分。選擇題均為單選題。
2. 答錯者，不倒扣題分；未答者，得零分。
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   例如：I. 1. 2 3 4 5
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I. 語詞測驗：A. 選出最適當的用詞 10%

   1. The Smiths left the house. I wonder when the new people will ___.
      A. settle up  B. stay up  C. live in  D. move in

   2. Their eldest son has gone to Australia. I expect he will ___ there.
      A. settle down  B. inhabit  C. settle up  D. stay up

   3. I’ve found a place that is all ___ and no one goes there.
      A. messed  B. overgrown  C. amassed  D. grown

   4. Mom asked father to buy some new ___ for the living room.
      A. furniture  B. closets  C. dinnig table  D. washers

   5. The orphans were ___ by their aunt.
      A. settled in  B. done up  C. raised up  D. held up

   6. As the grass is long, Uncle Harry has offered to ___ it.
      A. sow  B. grow  C. reap  D. mow

   7. I am only visiting this town so I want to ___ a room.
      A. rent  B. borrow  C. hire  D. lend

   8. That is Peter at the door. Will you ___?
      A. let him on  B. let him in  C. let him out  D. let him off

   9. I don’t remember ___ the girl on campus before.
      A. seeing  B. to see  C. have seen  D. will see

   10. Will you ___ me your pen for a minute, please.
       A. borrow  B. let  C. lend  D. rent
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II. 語法測驗：選出正確的用法 20%

1. Rose went to the party, although she ______.
   A. was knowing she would not like it  B. knew she was not liking it
   C. was knowing she did not like it  D. knew she would not like it

2. I have a letter from your uncle. Do you object ______ it.
   A. to my reading  B. that I read  C. from my reading  D. to I read

3. Jim said that he wouldn’t mind ______.
   A. to wait for us  B. waiting for us  C. wait for us  D. waiting us

4. Ed likes classical music and I think that he prefers it ______ any other kind.
   A. to  B. as  C. than  D. against

5. It’s not too cloudy to take a picture. I think there’s ______.
   A. is quite enough light  B. is light enough  C. enough light  D. has very light enough

6. I’m not going to argue with John. I intend ______.
   A. to let rest the matter  B. the matter to be let resting  C. letting the matter to rest  D. to let the matter rest

7. Carpeting was installed in the wall to ______ of people’s footsteps.
   A. lessen a sound  B. deaden the noise  C. decrease the voices  D. take up the noise
B 8. I lost the race because I wasn’t fast enough to catch ____ the other runners.
   A. up    B. up with    C. to    D. with
A 9. What did he say in the letter? I really can’t ____ it out.
   A. make    B. put    C. run    D. come
C 10. I want to go to the dentist, but you ____ with me.
      A. need not to go    B. do need go
      C. need not go    D. need go not

III. 克漏字測試 10%

During the summer, many people go on vacation. They go from their __ to other places. They use cars, __, boats and trains. Another way of going is by __. This is the fastest way and __ you to where you are going, much __. If you are in a __ that is the way to go. More people now __ by airplane than ever before. On the other __, more and more people __ home because the oil prices are __.

D 1. A. aunt    B. truck    C. branch    D. homes
A 2. A. buses    B. skates    C. skills    D. boards
B 3. A. running    B. airplane    C. walking    D. skateboard
AC 4. A. gets    B. blows    C. carts    D. holds
D 5. A. deeper    B. lower    C. faster    D. slower
A 6. A. school    B. wagon    C. barrel    D. hurry
B 7. A. travel    B. sing    C. talk    D. fight
AC 8. A. day    B. hand    C. part    D. country
B 9. A. stay    B. sleep    C. study    D. travel
C 10. A. leaking    B. expanding    C. soaring    D. decreasing

IV. 翻譯成英文，寫出空格內的字詞 20%

1. 因為物價高漲，我們要節約能源。
   Because of ____, we have to ____.  
2. 在街上走時，我遇見了一位老朋友。
   While __ on the street, I __ an old friend of mine.
3. 他以慷慨出名。
   He is ____________ for his ____________
4. 在高中時我最喜歡的科目是地理與化學。
   My favorite subjects in high school were ____________ and ____________
V. 閱讀測驗 20%

A recent investigation by scientists at the U.S. Geological Survey shows that strange animal behavior might help predict future earthquakes. Investigators found such occurrences in a ten-kilometer radius of the epicenter of a fairly recent quake. Some birds screeched and flew about wildly; dogs yelped and ran around uncontrollably. Scientists believe that animals can perceive these environmental changes as early as several days before the mishap. In 1976 after observing animal behavior, the Chinese were able to predict a devastating quake. Although hundreds of thousands of people were killed, the government was able to evacuate millions of other people, thus keeping the death toll at a lower level.

1. What prediction may be made by observing animal behavior?
   A) An impending earthquake.
   B) The number of people who will die.
   C) The ten-kilometer radius of the epicenter.
   D) Environmental changes.

2. Why can animals perceive these changes when humans cannot?
   A) Animals are smarter than humans.
   B) Animals have certain senses that humans don't possess.
   C) By running around the house, they can feel the vibrations.
   D) Humans don't know where to look.

3. Which of the following is not true?
   A) Some animals may be able to sense an approaching earthquake.
   B) By observing animal behavior scientists perhaps can predict earthquakes.
   C) All birds and dogs in a ten-kilometer radius of the epicenter went wild before the quake.
   D) The Chinese have successfully predicted an earthquake and saved many lives.

4. If scientists can accurately predict earthquakes, there will be _____.
   A) fewer animals going crazy
   B) fewer environmental changes
   C) fewer people evacuated
   D) a lower death rate

5. Mishap in “as early as several days before the mishap” means
   A) good fortune
   B) happy time
   C) an unlucky accident
   D) report